
Cakes and 
Confection
Year 7 Spring Term 



https://youtu.be/mB9fbXZOLtU

https://youtu.be/l-S0oLRES50

https://youtu.be/NWwAd6dhgjk

Sarah Graham
British painter Sarah Graham was born in Hitchin in 1977 

and works almost exclusively in oil on canvas. She 

completed a BA (hons) in Fine Art painting from De Montfort 

University, Leicester in 2000, and has been pursuing her 

practice ever since.

Sarah paints in a style of photo-realism. She uses the 

exaggeration of colours, light and reflections to bring her 

work to life. Most of her work is either acrylic or oil paints on 

canvas. Look at the 3 videos of Sarah Graham at work.

https://youtu.be/mB9fbXZOLtU
https://youtu.be/l-S0oLRES50
https://youtu.be/NWwAd6dhgjk


Copy a section of this Sarah Graham painting using coloured pencil to shade it. 
LO: using a different material to render a painted surface and show blended colour.

WWW:

EBI:



Extension task…write your name in the “Chupa Chups” typeface and 
add your choice of colours to it. Each letter is a solid fat shape!

Fact file.. Spanish 

surrealist artist 

Salvador Dali 

designed the logo we 

know so well



Nicola McBride

Biro Pen Artist

Scottish artist Nicola McBride uses the humble biro writing pen in a wide variety of colours to capture amazing 

detail and reflection in glass and the metallic surfaces of Cake wrappers. She draws boiled sweets that look like 

you could grab them from the paper!Her Tunnocks Teacakes look good enough to eat!

Your task is to try 

and use brio pen 

to copy a section 

of one of Nicola’s 
drawings and try 

to blend the pen 

using cross 

hatching mark 

making skills. You 

should only try to 

copy an enlarged 

section and not 

the whole image. 

Think about how 

she shows 

highlights and 

shadows?



Learning Objective To create a collage of a cupcake









Learning 

Objective

To use one 

of the 

watercolour 

techniques to 

paint Ice 

creams or 

Ice Lollies



Learning Objective: 

To create your own crazy or cute ice cream cones



Colour the colour wheel with the correct colours, as well as the colour schemes



Learning Objective

To understand the colour theory

To create a cake colour wheel







Learning Objective
To paint your own cakes, 
sweets and treats  the 
style of Wayne Thiebaud

First plan out your painting in your 
learning booklet. Then when you are 
happy with your idea draw in large 
onto cartridge paper ready for 
painting.

Success Criteria

● In rows
● Using strong shadows
● Pattern
● Colour
● Line 
● Shape
● Thick paint-Impasto 

technique

Idea 1 Idea 2


